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1.1 - OWNERSHIP
Any owner or ownership group will be required to follow the rules and regulations set forth in this document. Franchise governance will 
be determined by UFF Sports, Franchise Owners and the League Commissioner. The original sale of franchises and any expansion  
franchises is achieved by online auction. See Revenue Chart (Appendix A) for distribution of revenue for an original franchise sale. 

1. 2 - DIGITAL ASSETS
A franchise is a modified ZRC-2 digital asset that is stored in a wallet on the Zilliqa blockchain ensuring proof of ownership and  
authenticity. All players on the franchise are known as digital fantasy contracts owned by the owner. These assets are the sole property 
of the wallet/franchise owner, there are no duplications.

1.3 - BRANDING
Franchise owners are required to create a team name and logo. The franchise 
name and logo must be professional and must be something that would be  
accepted by a professional league. All brands and names will need to be  
approved by UFF Sports. UFF Sports has a few contacts that can help create a logo 
for a fee. 

• Once a franchise is branded, it cannot be rebranded for a league determined 
amount of time (3-5 seasons) or unless it is sold to a new owner (see next point).

• If a new owner wants to rebrand their franchise, there will be a fee to do so and 
any rebranding is subject to league approval and league determined timelines.  

FRANCHISE OWNERSHIP  
RULES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

SECTION

01
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1.4 - SELLING A FRANCHISE
An owner can sell a franchise if they wish. The sale of a franchise 
must be approved by the league in order to ensure all franchise 
requirements are met. This approval process is in place to  
protect the ability of the league to function in a professional  
manner. See Revenue Chart (Appendix A) for distribution of  
revenue for an already owned franchise sale. Franchises are  
technically always for sale, anyone can make an offer to a  
franchise owner at any time.  
(See Section 8 - Marketplaces on the UFBA platform.)

• The sale of a franchise must go through the commissioner. 
Both parties need to be involved via email stating the sale 
price, the roster that is being sold, and confirmation of sale 
from both parties. 

• If an owner announces that their franchise is for sale, their 
roster may be frozen until the franchise is sold, and all roster 
moves will be monitored by the Commissioner and  
Competition Committee.

1.5 - DISCIPLINARY ACTION
In the event that an owner is not participating or not 
following the wishes of the governing committee, 
they will be brought in front of the committee and 
action will be taken in the best interest of the league.

• If a franchise is seen as “selling off” their assets 
and putting the level of competitiveness or  
desirability of their franchise in jeopardy, the  
franchise will no longer be able to make trades 
involving SCO unless it is improving the  
competitiveness/desirability of their roster. The 
franchise may also be placed on a roster freeze. 
These actions will be decided upon by the  
Commissioner and the Competition Committee 
(See 8.13 Competition Committee) 

 

1.6 -  FAILURE TO PARTICIPATE 
in the event that a franchise owner is no longer responsive and 
is not participating in the league, UFF Sports retains the right to 
revoke that digital asset. A replacement ZRC-2 franchise will be 
created and sold at auction or privately to a new owner. There will 
never be more franchises created than what there is in the real 
world league. 

• If a franchise owner does not pay the annual entry fee for the season before the deadline, the franchise may be revoked and the  
roster will be frozen pending full payment or franchise sale.

• If a franchise owner is no longer responsive during the season/playoffs and wins prize pool money, the following will take place: 
 The league will hold the winnings for 6 months from the day it was won.
 If no communication from the owner in that time and the next season starts, the winnings will be added to that season’s prize pool.
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An owner of a franchise can hire a general manager to run their team.
An owner of a franchise can hire a general manager to run their team.

2.1 GENERAL MANAGER APPROVAL 
A general manager hiring needs to be approved by the UFBA governing committee before it can be made official. GMs can also 
register as Scouts for their franchise and registered Scouts can be hired as GMs for franchises. 

2.2 GENERAL MANAGER CONTRACT
This is negotiated between the franchise owner and the GM. The UFBA does not need to know the details of the contract that is 
signed between the two parties. The owner can also replace or release (fire) their GM whenever they see fit. Assistant GMs are also 
allowed to be hired by an owner.

2.3 GENERAL MANAGER LIST
The league will accumulate names, information, and resumes for interested GMs as they come in. This list will be available for all 
owners to see and franchises can contact these GM candidates at any time. Currently the list is on the UFBA Spreadsheet  
(See Section 20 - UFBA Google Spreadsheet) 

GENERAL MANAGERSSECTION

02
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Scouts are a unique but integral part of the UFF Sports ecosystem. Scouts will be responsible 
for registering players on the blockchain. 
 
3.1 REGISTRATION
A scout must register as a scout on our website. The one-time fee to register is $25 USD. This  
one-time fee allows the scout to be a scout in multiple sports within UFF Sports. 

3.2 OWNERSHIP
A scout that registers a player has ownership of that player’s gameplay contract in the form of a 
unique token/digital asset that represents that player and will never be duplicated. The scout has the right to sell or trade that 
player at their discretion within the league rules, and franchises can also lease players from scouts for the minor and junior leagues. 
Scouts can operate as an independent but can also be affiliated with a franchise.

3.3 SCOUTING AGENCIES 
Scouts are allowed and encouraged to start their own agency, with the potential for multiple scouts working under one agency. 
These scouts can also be scouts across all leagues that are associated with UFF Sports, they are not limited to one sport.

3.4 FRANCHISE AFFILIATION
Scouts can be affiliated with a franchise(s). Terms and conditions of those affiliations are between the owner and scout and do not 
need to be disclosed to the UFBA.

3.5 REGISTRATION OF A PLAYER 
Players on the Open Market can be registered by scouts for a flat rate of $20 USD worth of SCO. The youngest players must be 
draft eligible within the next two NBA drafts (to be extended to 3 years out from draft age after Year 1).  
The birthdate cutoff is Dec 31, 2004 for 2023 eligibles.

3.6 PLAYER SALE 
Scouts can sell their registered players to a franchise or another scout. The minimum sale price is $25 USD worth of SCO. There is 
no maximum sale price. Scouts can sell their player in a private/direct sale or put their player up for auction.  
(See Appendix A - Revenue Chart for revenue breakdown of scout sales and Section 11 - Auctions) A scout can not sell a player to a 
franchise until they are NBA property (drafted or signed).

SCOUTS
SECTION

03
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3.7 FORCED PLAYER SALE 
Scouts can own players as long as they are rookie eligible and under 27 years old for the following 
season, providing they aren’t selected in the Entry Draft Auction. Once a player makes the NBA, 
there will be a 20 game clock that will start counting down. Upon playing their 20th game, that 
player is subject to a forced auction with a minimum bid of $25 USD. (See Section 11 - Auctions) 

3.8 PLAYERS ON THE BLOCKCHAIN 
All players are registered by scouts, so if a player that a franchise wants is not on the blockchain, the franchise needs to get a scout to 
register the player and then the franchise can purchase that player from the scout. Scouts are the only gameplay users that can register 
players on the blockchain.
.

SCOUTSSECTION

03
LEAGUE COMMISSIONERSECTION

04 4.1 COMMISSIONER ROLE
 The league commissioner oversees all league transactions, including approving/rejecting trades 
(with the help of a committee), and announces transactions on social media. 

4.2 HIRING OF A LEAGUE COMMISSIONER 
This is done by the head of sport. Should there be concern over a member entrusted with a role in 

running a league, contact the head of sport with comments. Alex_UFBA@uffsports.com

mailto: Alex_UFBA@uffsports.com


5.1 AMBASSADORS 
Are the UFF Sports community representatives that promote the ecosystem and host live events in 
their respective city. Their efforts in promoting the UFF Sports platform will be rewarded with profits 
from live events, merchandise sales and advertising revenue. 

5.2 FANS  
Are just that, they are fans of the 30 UFBA franchises and the league in general. Fans will support 
their favourite franchise and attend live events. They will also be able to purchase Score Tokens 
(SCO) and participate in the UFF Sports betting platform.
• Registration – A fan must register as a fan at UFFSports.com, there is no fee. 
• Hodlers – Fans will also purchase Score Token or each sports unique token to hold in  

anticipation of positive growth for this worldwide fantasy sports ecosystem.  

6.1 ONE TIME START-UP EVENTS
Franchise Auction – One-time event where the league’s Franchises will be sold via online auction 
to the highest bidder. Each franchise will be auctioned with a Franchise Player attached. With the 
acquisition of a Franchise, you have the right to choose 14 (or amount specific to the league) players 
for free in the launch draft. After the draft, you will have 15 (or the specific amount to the league) spots open on your protected list 
that you will be able to fill by purchasing prospects from Scouts. 
Launch Draft – Also a one-time event, drafting all the current players from that real world league to the Franchises. This draft typically 
takes place shortly after the Franchise Auction.
Already Drafted Auction –  This one-time event auctions off the top prospects whose rights are already owned within that real world 
league (drafted or signed). This auction is open to both Franchises and Scouts.
6.2 Annual Events
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http://www.UFFSports.com
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Playoff Draft – (See Section 9 - Playoff Structure)
Futures Auction – (Scouts only) This auction takes place every offseason 
following the Entry Draft Auction to introduce the newest class of Future 
prospects. The Futures Auction is for prospects two years away from their 
NBA Draft to start, to be extended to three years at the end of Year 1  
(subject to change). The top 2022 and 2023 eligibles will be auctioned in 
2021, then 2024 and 2025 in 2022, then adding the new class of prospects 
each year thereafter. All registered scouts/agencies can bid on any  
prospect in the Futures Auction and the highest bidder will win the digital 
token representing that player in the auction. Any players that do not sell 
in the Futures Auction will be eligible to be registered by any scout on the 
Open Market (first come, first serve).

Entry Draft Auction – This auction is the UFBA’s version of the NBA Draft and takes place on the same weekend as the NBA Draft. In the 
UFBA, groupings of five Franchises bid on draft spots for the right to select their desired prospects from that NBA draft class. Prospects 
picked in the Entry Draft Auction must be NBA draft eligible for that year. The auction groupings are reverse order of the regular-season 
standings with a lottery system similar to the NBA. Franchises will be buying these players from Scouts and an algorithm will determine 
the minimum bid for each draft spot.

• If the NBA changes any details for their drafts or their lottery systems, the UFBA will continue to mirror the NBA as closely as possible.
 
 
 
 
 

 

•  

EVENTSSECTION

06
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• All athletes must be registered on the blockchain in order to be part 
of fantasy leagues in UFF Sports.

• Scouts are the ONLY users who can register athletes on the  
blockchain. Franchise owners can NOT register athletes on  
the blockchain.

• Franchises can contact a scout and request a player be registered on 
the blockchain and then buy that player from the scout.

• Once athletes are on the blockchain, they cannot be duplicated.
• When athletes are registered, the platform will ask for their name and 

vital information.
• The youngest athletes are generally 16 years old, though some may be 15 turning 16 between the 

Futures Auction (held in June/July) and Dec. 31 of that year. Dec. 31 is the eligibility cutoff date for NBA 
draft classes.

Franchise Marketplace — Every franchise is for sale 
at all times, available for offers/bids. Franchise owners 
can also list their franchise for a set asking price.

PLAYER MARKETPLACES

• Active Players — owned by a franchise in a UFFS league (UFBA, NCAA).
• Free Agents — owned by a UFFS league (UFBA, NCAA), having previously been owned by a franchise 

and bought out or released as a pending free agent.
• Pro Players — 27+ years old or 20+ career regular-season NBA games, thus no longer considered an 

NBA rookie for the following season but not yet owned by a franchise (scout owned).
• Prospect Players — drafted, signed or no longer NBA draft eligible due to birthdate/age (scout owned).
• Draft Prospect Players — draft eligible for the current NBA draft year, including overagers (scout owned).
• Future Players — prospects for future NBA drafts, 1-2 years away from being draft eligible (scout owned).
• Retired Players — former NBA players owned by franchises (scouts will also be able to register/own Retired Players in the future,  

following the initial Legends Auction).
• Legend Players — prominent retired players that will be  owned by franchises in Legends Leagues (not currently available to be  

registered/owned).
The league is set up on Fantrax. Fantrax will continue to be used until the UFFS platform can support gameplay (Date TBD).

ATHLETE REGISTRATIONS
SECTION

07
MARKETPLACES ON THE 
UFBA PLATFORM SECTION

08
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9.1 ANNUAL ENTRY FEE 
The annual entry fee will be decided at the midseason Owners’ Meeting following the annual trade deadline when the prize pool is 
capped for that season. Different amounts based on percentages of the previous season’s prize pool will be put to a vote for the  
Franchises. 

• If the annual entry fee is not paid on time, the franchise may be revoked or frozen by the league and the franchise will not accumulate 
any fantasy points until their fee is paid in full. 

• Annual Entry Fee is to be paid within 48 hours after the Championship trophy is awarded.

9.2 FANTASY POINTS - SEE APPENDIX B

9.3 ROSTER DURING REGULAR SEASON
Rosters need to be legal at all times during the regular season or no fantasy points will be accumulated and fines will be assessed. 
Roster Requirements:
• 15 players on active roster
• 1 SG
• 1 PG
• 1 SF
• 1 PF
• 1 C
• 5 Flex

LEAGUE PLAY 
(ULTIMATE FANTASY BASKETBALL 
LEAGUE - UFBL)

SECTION

09

• 5 Bench
• 2 IR 

• 15 Player Protected List
• Up to 15 players/prospects of any position (no positional limits)
• Active Roster must remain under the salary cap ceiling and above the salary cap floor. 
• Minimum roster to accumulate fantasy points during the season is the active roster set with no  

players that could be playing on bench.
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9.4 SALARY CAP
UFBA will follow a simplified version of the NBA salary cap. If the NBA changes their salary cap numbers, so will the 
UFBA. Salary caps play the same role in fantasy sports as they do in the real world, maintaining parity by ensuring no  
franchise can corner the market on talent. For the 2021-22 season: $112 million floor and $136.6 million ceiling.
Luxury Tax – We would like to have an open discussion regarding the implementation of a luxury tax and how that would apply and work 
— again, we aim to replicate the NBA as best we can and the luxury tax is a big piece of being able to build some form of a super team 
and we believe there will be some way to implement this with open discussions held during Rulebook readings. The league brass will 
review all ideas and present a version that we believe will work well for the league.

9.5 - BURIED CONTRACTS
If a franchise puts a player on waivers (see 8.8 for waivers) during the season and they clear waivers, that player will go onto their  
protected list but may have a penalty applied to the franchise’s salary cap. The penalty will be determined by using the contract threshold 
set by the NBA. If the player that clears waivers has a salary lower than the contract threshold, there will be no penalty to the franchise’s 
salary cap. Buried threshold set to 1,000,000 (1 million) for the 2021-22 season.

9.6 ROSTER DURING PLAYOFFS
See Section 10 - Playoff Structure

9.7 ROSTER DURING OFFSEASON
During the offseason, Franchises can be above or below the salary cap and can go over or under the positional requirements stated 
above but cannot exceed 30 players (15+15). There are no waivers during the offseason. Players can be on the active roster or on the  
protected list during the offseason but must meet in-season roster requirements at the roster deadline. The UFBA roster deadline will  
mirror the NBA’s roster deadline for declaring a legal opening-night roster. Any players not on the opening-night roster that require  
waivers in the NBA will also require waivers (auction) in the UFBA in order to start the season on a protected list.

9.8 Buyouts - Franchises will have to pay a buyout fee of $10 USD worth of SCO in order to buy out a player. Buyouts will follow an NBA 
buyout calculator to determine cap recapture penalties, counting towards the franchise’s salary cap for future seasons.
Buyout Window
• Starts the same time as NBA’s 1st buyout period - 48 hours after Championship Final.
• Ends the same time as NBA’s 2nd buyout period.
• Franchises can buy out a player from their activer roster or their protected list. Commissioner will announce to the league that the 

player has been bought out and becomes UFBA property. UFBA will auction off those buyout players prior to next season. Those  
players will continue to honour their full NBA contract.

• If no one purchases the buyout players in that auction, they remain UFBA property and franchises and/or scouts can contact the  
commissioner and request to put the player back up for auction again at any time (minimum bid $25 USD). 

09
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season, they can release that player for free without a buyout. This must be communicated and then completed by 
the commissioner. Those players would also become UFBA property as free agents. 
 

9.9 WAIVERS 
If a franchise wants to move a player from their active roster to their protected list, they need to put the player through the waiver  
process (auction) unless they are in the first year of their career and considered an NBA rookie.

• If the player is waiver exempt, you can move the player down to your protected list with no other actions required.
• If the player is not waiver exempt, the player needs to be put through the waiver process, which is stated below.
• If the player clears waivers, the player can be moved to  the franchise’s protected list and a buried threshold penalty may be applied 

to the franchise’s salary cap. (see 8.4 for Buried Threshold)
• If the player is claimed off waivers by another franchise, the franchise who waived the player will get a percentage of that sale price. 

(See Appendix A - Revenue Chart for percentage breakdown)
Waiver Process:
• To place a player on waivers, a franchise will need to contact the Commissioner stating the player’s name. The Commissioner will put 

the player up for auction as soon as they can and notify the owners and GMs as to when the player will be available via auction.
• All players placed on waivers go into a 24-hour auction for the league’s other franchises  to bid on. The franchise waiving the player 

cannot bid.
• If a player is claimed off waivers, the winning bidder pays the franchise who put the player on waivers as well as the UFBA through an 

automatically executed smart contract (See Appendix A - Revenue Chart for percentage breakdown)
• When a player is claimed off waivers, they MUST go onto your active roster, you cannot put them onto your protected list. If you want 

the player on your protected list, you would have to put them through waivers again. So you must have room for the waiver claim 
player on your active roster or immediately make a corresponding roster move.

• Once a player has cleared waivers, they become waiver exempt for 30 days or 10 NBA games played (whichever comes first, 30 days 
or 10 NBA games for that player). If a player who has cleared waivers is brought back up to the franchise’s active roster, they do not 
have to clear waivers again if they get sent back down unless they have spent 30 days on the active roster or have played 10 NBA 
games within those 30 days. 

 
9.10 FREE AGENTS/FREE AGENCY
 
9.10.1 FREE AGENTS
• Scouts/Franchises can request a 24-hour, $25 minimum  bid auction for any player that is considered a Free Agent at any time (ex-

cluding playoffs). 
 
 
 

09
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• There are two ways that a player can become a Free Agent:
1. They get bought out and no other franchise buys them in the Buyout Auction.
2. When they are pending free agents in the real world (UFA/RFA), the franchise releases them from their roster 

before the start of NBA free agency for UFAs or before the NBA qualifying offer deadline for RFAs.  
(See 8.8.2 - Free Agency) 

Process of how to request a Free Agent:
• Scout/Franchise emails the league (UFBAscouting@gmail.com) to request the free agent.
• Then a 24-hour auction will take place. The scout/franchise that requested the player will have the minimum bid of $25 USD, the 

next bidder will have to bid $30 USD or more. 
See Appendix A - Revenue Chart for revenue breakdown of free agent sale.

• If a franchise buys a free agent during the season, the free agent must go onto their active roster.
 
9.10.2 - FREE AGENCY
• UFBA Free Agency opening day will be the day after the NBA Free Agency opening day.
• Franchises who have RFAs/UFAs on their roster can decide if they want to keep their RFA/UFA and take on their new contract 

OR if they want to walk away from the player.
• When a player signs a new deal or an extension, the franchise with that player’s rights will have 24 hours to decide if they want 

to accept the new contract. If they accept, they keep the player at his new cap hit when that contract takes effect. If they reject 
the new contract,  that player will enter the UFBA free agent pool.

• If a player signs an extension midseason and the franchise decides to reject the new contract, they will retain the rights to that 
player until the end of that season — until the end of their current contract. You may trade a player in this circumstance but the 
player will still enter free agency at the end of the season.

• To release a RFA/UFA, the franchise must communicate the release with the commissioner. 
• When a franchise walks away from a player, they will be added to the UFBA Free Agent Auction, where all RFAs/UFAs who were 

released will be auctioned off to all 30 franchises.
• A RFA/UFA who has been released from their franchise will go up for auction once they sign their new contract, NOT before that. 
• If a player gets bought in the auction, they will go onto that franchise’s roster. (See Appendix A - Revenue Chart for revenue 

breakdown)
• If a player does not get bought in the auction, they will go to the UFBA Free Agent list and can be requested for auction by a 

franchise or scout at any time except during playoffs. (See 8.8.1 Free Agents)
 
9.11 TRADES
• All trades must be approved by the league commissioner. If there is a trade that the commissioner is not comfortable approving 

and requires more input on whether to approve or reject, the commissioner will forward the trade to the competition committee 
(See 8.10 Competition Committee). 09

mailto: UFBAscouting@gmail.com
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• Each franchise involved in the trade will have to pay a $5 USD trade fee.  
(See Appendix A - Revenue Chart for percentage distribution).

• SCO is allowed in trades – no cap on cash considerations. 
(See Appendix A - Revenue Chart for percentage distribution).

• A basketball asset has to be involved on each side of a trade, a trade cannot be made simply for SCO.
• A trade cannot be made for “future considerations”.

• Trades can be made during playoffs but if the trade involves a playoff player(s), the trade will not be processed/announced until that 
player(s) is out of the playoffs.

• Trade Deadline – the UFBA trade deadline will be 24 hours after the NBA trade deadline. The UFBA trade deadline will also be the 
cutoff for when the prize pool will shift to the next season. 

9.12 RETIRED PLAYERS 
The retired player digital contracts will remain with the franchise and will go on their Retired List. This digital contract can be used in the 
future to generate revenue for the franchise by being sold/auctioned to the Legends League (See Section 21 - Legends League)

9.13 COMPETITION COMMITTEE
• The competition committee is put in place to assist the commissioner on approving trades when needed. Owners and/or GMs can be 

part of the competition committee. 
• The committee’s responsibility is to ensure that no trades involve collusion and no franchises are selling off assets at risk of making 

their roster non-competitive/undesirable. The committee will ensure all franchises maintain a threshold of competitveness and  
desirability for resale. 

• The competition committee consists of seven members and will always include the Head of Basketball, currently Alex Leblanc.
• The rest of the committee will be determined by positions in the standings. 
These positions will be offered a place on the competition committee:
• 5th -10th -15th -20th -25th - 30th 
• Changes every year, except for the Head of Basketball. 
• If the franchise owner/GM turns down the option to be on the committee, the offer will go to the next lowest, then to the next highest 

(if 5 turns it down, it goes to 6, if they turn down, then it goes to 4).
• Need to have a minimum of 3 votes ASAP.
• More controversial trades can wait for all 7 votes.
• Separate Telegram chat for competition committee is in place to discuss trades that have been brought to the committee.

9.14 PRIZE POOL 
• The prize pool is progressive and will grow throughout each season. 
• The prize pool accumulation runs from one Trade Deadline to the next, shifting to the next season immediately following that season’s 

trade deadline.  09
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• How the prize pool is distributed is determined by the Franchise Owners and GMs. Owners and GMs can propose changes to 
the prize pool distribution at the Annual Owners/GMs Meetings. (See Section 13 for Annual Owners/GMs Meeting)

• See Appendix C for 2022 Prize Pool Distribution.

9.15 FOUNDER’ TROPHY 
This trophy is competed for by all 30 franchises in the UFBA and will be awarded to the franchise topping the standings at the end 
of the regular season. There is no physical trophy for the winner, but the franchise will have a trophy icon added to their franchise 
page on the platform. Trophy name TBD.

 
 
 

 

• The playoff format will always follow the NBA’s playoff format. 
• There will be a new league added to Fantrax for the playoffs, the playoff franchises will have 

their players that did not make the NBA playoffs removed from their roster. 
• There will be a playoff draft held before the NBA playoffs begin and after each round.
• Playoff franchises will draft NBA playoff players from the non-playoff UFBA franchises to fill  

out their roster, replacing their non-playoff NBA players.
• Non-playoff franchises whose players get drafted will earn a percentage of the winnings if their player is on a franchise that 

earns a playoff payout. 
• Playoff payouts are  50% to the winning franchise (owner/GM/staff) and 50% to the 15 players on that franchise’s roster — and 

thus to the franchises who own those leased players. If the winning franchise owns 10 of the 15 players on their playoff roster, 
that franchise receives 10/15 of the 50% and the remaining 5/15 of the 50% is paid out to the franchises that own the 5 leased 
players. 

• The draft is a non-snaking, standard draft.
• Draft order is determined by regular season standings — first place will get first pick in every round of the playoff draft.
• Point system is the same for the playoffs as it is for the regular season.
• Championship Trophy - The winner of the playoffs will be crowned the UFBA champion. There will be a physical trophy that 

will be awarded to the champion, we will source some designs and discuss with the owners of franchises the creation of this 
trophy.

• The trophy will be shipped to the winning franchise for offseason celebrations. If the trophy does not get returned or is  
damaged, the franchise owner will be responsible for paying for repairs or for a replacement of the trophy. 

PLAYOFF STRUCTURE

10
SECTION
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11
• Franchises will be fined if they do not follow the rules and regulations. 
• 100% of the revenue from fines will go directly to a “Fines Prize Pool”. This is a pool that can  

only be won by franchises that have not received fines throughout the season. 
Here is a list of fines:

• All franchises must be cap compliant or will be subject to a fine of $100 USD. That fine will also  
be assessed to any franchises who fail to submit their active roster by the UFBA roster deadline  
in which case the commissioner will set that franchise’s active roster, including waiving players  
at their discretion.

• All franchises are allowed 3 call-ups per week — promoting a player from protected list to active  
roster. All players sent down to the Protected List must clear waivers if waiver eligible (waivers auction 
 must be declared to commissioner). Any violations of those two rules will result in a fine of $25 USD  
for a first-time offence, escalating to $50 USD for a second offence and $100 USD for three or more offences.

• All franchises are expected to remain active all year during gameplay. It is unacceptable to leave players on the bench that could be 
playing and any such violations will result in fines. Fines for benching active players are $50 USD per infraction, which goes to a pool 
to be split among the real world players that are signed up with UFFS as Digital Athletes for our sport. 

• All franchises are expected to vote when asked on any league matter. All voting topics will come with notice by email and on  
Telegram. Fines will be set at $50 per missed vote by a franchise, payable to the league fine pool to be split among franchises that 
do not receive any fines during that season. 

• 

All auctions for the UFBA will be hosted on basketball.uffsports.com.
• Only one representative from each franchise can participate in the bidding.
• Bidding will be in USD but payments will be made in SCO on the UFFS platform. 
• See Appendix A - Revenue Chart for distribution of revenues from all auctions.

12.1 ALREADY DRAFTED AUCTION 
Franchises have a chance to bid on the top prospects who have already been drafted/signed by 
NBA teams. This is a chance for franchises to get their protected lists started and to get these top 
prospects registered on the blockchain prior to scouts accessing the Open Market.  
This is a one-time event and will not happen again.

12.2 BUYOUT AUCTION
All players that are bought out by franchises during the buyout window will go into a 24-hour auction. 
Bidding starts at $25 USD. Auction will take place prior to the roster deadline for next season.
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12.3 WAIVERS AUCTION
Any player that is put on waivers will be put into a 24-hour auction. Bidding starts at $25 USD. The annual waiver auction  
will take place the day before the UFBA roster deadline. Any players put on waivers during the season will also be subject  
to a 24-hour auction that will start shortly after the franchise announces the player is going on waivers. 

12.4 OPEN MARKET/SCOUT AUCTION 
If a scout registers a Pro status player, that pro player needs to be sold to a franchise or auctioned to the UFBA within 24 hours. If not, 
a forced auction will take place with a minimum bid of $25 USD. If the scout triggers the auction within 24 hours, the scout can set their 
own minimum bid/starting price. Also, a scout can trigger an auction for Prospect status players that are NBA property (drafted or signed) 
at any time and can set the minimum bid/starting price. All these auctions are 24 hours. If a scout sets the minimum bid for a Pro status 
player, that becomes the minimum sale price for that player, including to their affiliated franchise as a direct sale if there are no bids in that 
auction. That forces scouts to set realistic starting prices and prevents scouts from hoarding NBA players. That rule only applies to Pro 
status players, not to Prospects. 
 
12.5 FREE AGENT FRENZY AUCTION
This auction will take place on the day after opening day of NBA free agency — also known as the Free Agent Frenzy. UFBA players who 
franchises have walked away from will be auctioned for a minimum bid of $25 USD upon signing their new NBA contract. This auction will 
be a live event with each free agent auctioned for 1 minute with the clock resetting to 30 seconds for any bids in the final 30 seconds. The 
free agents will be auctioned from highest to lowest cap hit.

12.6 EXPANSION FRANCHISE AUCTION
This auction would take place if the NBA/UFBA adds a franchise to the league. The minimum bid will be the average value from the  
previous 10 franchise sales within that league. The UFBA will not expand beyond 30 franchises unless the NBA expands.

12.7 FUTURES AUCTION
This annual auction will take place every offseason and feature the projected top 60 prospects from future NBA draft classes — starting 
two years out, then moving to three years out, so 2024 eligibles in 2022, 2025 and 2026 in 2023, etc. These prospects must turn 17 
during the calendar year to be eligible. The inaugural Futures Auction will feature 120 prospects — 60 from the 2022 draft class and 60 
from the 2023 draft class. This will take place on consecutive days shortly after the Already Drafted Auction. 
The annual Futures Auction is for SCOUTS ONLY and all scouts can bid on every prospect with no minimum or maximum amount of  
prospects that a scout can purchase. Scouts working for the same agency can pool their resources for the Futures Auction. Starting price 
for every prospect will be $20 USD with minimum increments of $5 USD (no maximum increment). There are no limitations or obligations 
for scouts with regards to the Futures Auction — they can spend as much or as little as they want and do not have to participate in this 
event. They can simply scout the Open Market.

12
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12.8 ENTRY DRAFT AUCTION
This auction will take place following the conclusion of the NBA Entry Draft — typically on a Saturday  
afternoon/evening as a live event.

• Groupings of five Franchises will be bidding on each draft spot. If a franchise wins a bid on the first overall pick, they 
will immediately select their player before the next grouping of five bids on the second overall pick. That process 

continues for the top 60 draft spots (first- and second-round picks).
• The minimum bids are set by an algorithm, factoring in NBA draft position for the top 60 prospects and scout spending from the  

Futures Auction for that draft class. 
• Each draft spot will be up for auction for 1 minute, extended by 30 seconds every time a franchise makes a bid in the final 30 seconds. 

There are no limits on the number of extensions.

REVENUE BREAKDOWN
See Appendix A - Revenue Chart

PROCESS
Franchises are grouped in 5s, the 5 franchises that have picks 1-5 will be in the draft room for the 1st overall pick. The 1st pick will go up 
for bidding, only the franchises holding the 1-5 draft positions can bid on this pick — the same franchise may hold more than one pick 
within that group of 5 if additional top-5 picks were acquired via trade. After the 1st pick is selected, the 2nd pick goes up for auction and 
the franchise that purchased the 1st pick is removed from the auction room, while the remaining four are joined by the franchise with draft 
position 6 to bid on the 2nd overall pick. This process will repeat right through to the 60th draft spot. A franchise does not have to bid 
on any picks if they do not want to and they can trade their draft picks at any time, including during this auction. (See if a pick is passed 
below)

BREAKDOWN
• Picks 1-56 will be bid on by groups of 5
• Pick 57 will have 4 franchises bidding
• Pick 58 will have 3 franchises bidding
• Pick 59 will have 2 franchises bidding
• Pick 60 will go to the remaining franchise in the draft room 

for the minimum bid (rolling average of previous 4 picks)
If a pick is passed on: If there are no bids on a draft spot, the 
franchise with the highest draft position among that grouping 
will be removed from the auction room. That franchise will have 
1 hour following the completion of this auction to select a player 
for the minimum bid at that draft spot. If the franchise passes on 

12
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If the 10th pick is up for auction, and franchises 2, 7, 10, 11, 14 are in the auction room, the franchise with the number 2 draft 
position will be removed from the auction room with the option to select a prospect for the minimum bid at that draft spot 
according to the algorithm. If they pass on selecting a prospect at that minimum bid, they will forfeit their draft pick.

TRADES
Trades will be allowed during the Entry Draft Auction. All trades must be submitted in a timely manner before the draft picks 
being traded are up for auction. Trades must be agreed upon by both parties and then announced in the Trade Talk chat on 
Telegram to be approved and processed. Trade fees do not have to be paid until after the auction. Your trade fees will be 
added to the price of the players you purchased in the auction.

PAYMENT
All payments take place on the UFFS platform.

• There can be no rule changes or new rules  
added during the season.

• Any rule changes or additions need to be tabled at the annual Owners/GMs Meetings in the offseason. 
• Rule changes or additions will be voted on and require 2/3 of the Franchises to vote in favour of the  

change/addition for it to be implemented in the UFBA.
• Each franchise only gets one vote. If a franchise has an owner and a GM, they can only vote once.
• There may be some rules or regulations that the UFFS founders will decide on and will not be put to 

a vote. This is to prevent proposed changes that may inhibit the growth of the league and platform — 
the founders will always maintain and uphold the best interests of the league and platform when rule 
changes or additions are presented. 

• There will be annual Owners/GMs Meetings held over multiple weeks in the offseason, depending on the amount of agenda items to 
be discussed (5 items per meeting).

• There will also be a midseason Owners/GMs Meeting following the annual trade deadline. That meeting will discuss the current  
season and lay the groundwork for potential topics at the offseason meetings. No changes will occur at the midseason meetings.

• The midseason meeting will discuss the annual entry fee for the next season, which will be voted on following that midseason  
meeting. The result of that vote will provide franchises with months to prepare for their next entry fee.

• All franchises are expected to be in attendance for these meetings.
• Meetings will be conducted online through video conferences but may be in-person events in the future.
• League executives will take meeting notes for franchises that are unable to attend. 

CHANGES TO RULES/
OWNERS’ MEETING

13
SECTION
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SOCIAL MEDIASECTION

15
EXPANSION OF UFBASECTION

16

14
MERCHANDISE

SECTION

UFF Sports has an online store where you can purchase merchandise  
for all 30 UFBA franchises and all scouting agencies, plus UFF Sports  
branded merchandise.
• You can pay by credit card or ZIL on the store website.
• Each franchise is responsible for advertising their apparel and merchandise — franchises  

get a percentage of merchandise sales with their franchise logo on it.
• See Appendix A - Revenue Chart for the revenue breakdown for merchandise sales.
• This is the link to the online store: https://ufhl-shop.myshopify.com.

15.1 UFF SPORTS SOCIAL MEDIA
UFF Sports has official accounts on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn. There will be a Twitter  
account for each league, the UFBA has a Twitter account (@TheUFBA_). 

15.2 UFBA FRANCHISE SOCIAL MEDIA
All franchises in the UFBA are encouraged to have an active Twitter account. It is not mandatory but  
highly recommended for increasing the value of each franchise by growing their following. Franchises 
will receive rewards (game tokens) for having an active social media presence, specifically Twitter, and 
for promoting their franchise and the league.

The UFBA will only expand the number of franchises if the NBA further expands their league. UFBA  
expansion will always mirror the NBA expansion process.
• An auction will take place for any expansion franchise, with that auction ending on or around the 

same date that the NBA expansion franchise makes their final payment to officially join the league. 
The winning bidder will be awarded the UFBA franchise. 

https://ufhl-shop.myshopify.com
https://twitter.com/UFBA_UFFS
https://www.facebook.com/uffsportsofficial
https://www.instagram.com/uffsportsofficial/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ultimate-franchise-fantasy-sports/
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• Expansion Draft in the UFBA will work exactly the same as the NBA expansion draft. All the dates will also correspond 
with the NBA. 

• See Appendix A - Revenue Chart for the breakdown of revenue distribution from the Expansion Franchise Auction.

This Rulebook is subject to change up until 48 hours before the Franchise Auction begins. Further changes will come as  
the league  develops. We are just starting out and there are a lot of moving parts and changing ideas — every decision will be made from 
a standpoint of what is best for the UFBA and for UFF Sports. As we expand, there may be different partnerships that allow some aspects 
of our league to be expanded upon — namely the scouting, with additional secured data, we can extend the range we can offer our 
scouting program. 

This league and UFF Sports will be working around the clock to maintain and develop new and exciting aspects of our gameplay to  
enhance the world-class, ultra-realistic experience of professional fantasy sports. Franchise owners/GMs and prospective gameplay users 
are always encouraged to reach out in the Telegram chat or privately should you have ideas or prospective connections you think will 
further the efforts of UFF Sports.

SECTION 17  - Staking/Betting - COMING SOON
SECTION 19 - Zilliqa, SCO - COMING SOON

SECTION 20 - In-game Token - COMING SOON
SECTION 21 - Legends League - COMING IN THE FUTURE
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Revenue Splitting Percentages Revenue Amounts Based on Example $
Transaction Type Transaction  

Description
Minimum Example $ UFBA Prize Pool Scout Franchise UFBA Prize Pool Scout Franchise

Player to Scout Player  
Registration

$20.00 $20.00 90% 10% $18.00 $2.00 $ - $ - 

Player to Scout Annual Futures 
Auction

$20.00 $300.00 90% 10% $270.00 $30.00 $ - $ -

Player to Scout Scout to Scout 
Sale of Prospect

$20.00 $20.00 10% 90% $2.00 $ - $18.00 $ -

Player to Scout Scout Trade of 
Prospect (each 
Scout)  

$5.00 $10.00 100% $10.00 $ - $ - $ -

Player to Scout Scout Trade - SCO 
Involved

No Mini-
mum

5,000 10% 90% 500 0 4,500 0

Player to Franchise Annual Entry 
Auction

Algorithm $300.00 5% 90% $15.00 $15.00 $270.00

Player to Franchise Scout Triggered 
Auction of  
Prospect

$25.00 $300.00 5% 90% $15.00 $15.00 $270.00 $ -

Player to Franchise Scout Direct Sale 
to Franchise

$25.00 $25.00 10% 10% 80% $2.50 $2.50 $20.00 $ -

Franchise Transaction Trade Fee  
(each franchise)

$5.00 $10.00 100% $ - $10.00 $ - $ -

Franchise Transaction Trade - SCO  
Involved

No Mini-
mum

5,000 5% 15% 80% 250 750` 0` 4,000

Franchise Transaction Free Agent  
Auction

$25.00 $25.00 10% 90% $2.50 $22.50 $ - $ -

Franchise Transaction Waivers Auction $25.00 $25.00 10% 30% 60% $2.50 $7.50 $ - $15.00
Franchise Transaction Player Buyout $10.00 $10.00 10% 90% $1.00 $9.00 $ - $ -

REVENUE CHART
APPENDIX A
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Description
Minimum Example $ UFBA Prize Pool Scout Franchise UFBA Prize Pool Scout Franchise

Franchise Transaction Retired Player - 
return to Active 
Roster

$10.00 $10.00 10% 90% $1.00 $9.00 $ - $ -

Retire Player Auction of Retired 
Player

No Mini-
mum

$100.00 5% 5% 90% $5.00 $5.00 $ - $90.00

Retire Player Direct Sale of 
Retired Player

No Mini-
mum

$100.00 10% 10% 80% $10.00 $10.00 $ - $80.00

Franchise Sale Franchise Sale to 
New Owner

TBD $200.00 10% 90% $20.00 $ - $ - $180.00

Franchise Sale Franchise Sale 
(Expansion)

TBD $2,000.00 $200.00 Remainder $ - $ -

Franchise Sale Franchise Auction 
- Defunct Owner-
ship

TBD $1,000.00 $200.00 Remainder $800.00 $ - $ -

Merchandise Sales Franchise Merch - 
Profit

TBD $40.00 10% 90% $4.00 $ - $ -

Merchandise Sales UFFS/UFBA  
Merch - Profit

TBD $40.00 100% $40.00 $ - $ -

FUTURE - Betting FUTURE - Betting 
Total Return (SCO)

TBD 20,000 10% 10% 2,000 0 0 2,000

Fees Scout Registration 
Fee

$20.00 $20.00 100% $20.00 $ - $ - $ -

Fees Annual League 
Fee

$200.00 $200.00 10% 90% $20.00 $180.00 $ - $ -
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APPENDIX B
FANTASY GAMEPLAY FOR THE 2021-2022 SEASON
The league will use a nine category head-to-head most categories setting, although each category will be weighted with a factor other 
than the standard one-point.
• Points: 6
• Three-Pointers Made: 3
• Total Rebounds: 3
• Assists: 5
• Steals: 4
• Blocks: 4
• Field Goal Percentage: 6.1
• Free-Throw Percentage: 2
• Turnovers: -2* 

This means each matchup will feature a sum of exactly 35 points and 18 points will be required to pick up the win. On the off chance a 
matchup ends tied at 17.5, FG% will be the designated tiebreaker, hence the 0.1 added on.

*Turnovers are negative because the franchise with the lower value will be awarded those two points.

REGULAR SEASON
The UFBA regular season will go from the start to the end of the real NBA regular season. 41 Matchup periods will be held, most of 
which will be four days in length. Occasionally a five-day matchup will occur. For the 2021-22 season, there will be 40 four-day  
matchups and just one five-day matchup, held from Wednesday, March 16 through Sunday, March 20. The schedule is subject to 
change if games get postponed due to COVID-19.

Each franchise will play a full 82-game schedule as follows.
• Interconference opponents twice each (15*2 = 30)
• Intraconference opponents three times each (10*3 = 30)
• Division opponents four times each (4*4 = 16)
The remaining six matchups will be a fourth matchup against intraconference opponents on a rotating basis.
Each franchise will play two separate matchups during each of the 41 matchup periods.
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WE ARE HERE TO HELP!
ALEX LEBLANC
Head of Basketball Operations
alex_ufba@uffsports.com
     @Alex11Leblanc
     @alexatuffs

BRENDAN WOODWARD
Co-commissioner
      @siferdub
      @Siferdub

www.uffsports.com

@UFFSPORTSOFFICIAL

@TheUFBA_

MCCADE PEARSON
Co-commissioner
     @McCadeP8
     @McCadeP8

RHETT BAUER
League Support
      @rhett_bauer
      @rhett_bauer

@UFFSPORTSOFFICIAL WWW.UFFSPORTS.COM ALEX_UFBA@UFFSPORTS.COM

mailto:andy_ufafl%40uffsports.com?subject=
https://twitter.com/Alex11Leblanc
https://twitter.com/siferdub
https://twitter.com/Alex11Leblanc
https://www.uffsports.com/ufafl
https://www.instagram.com/uffsportsofficial/
https://twitter.com/TheUFBA_
https://twitter.com/UFBA_UFFS
https://twitter.com/siferdub
https://twitter.com/McCadeP8
https://twitter.com/rhett_bauerhttp://
https://twitter.com/McCadeP8
https://twitter.com/rhett_bauer
https://www.facebook.com/uffsportsofficial
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ultimate-franchise-fantasy-sports/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEf9dPWc7z8TunuMBB7EOqQ/featured
https://twitter.com/UFFSports
https://www.instagram.com/uffsportsofficial/
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THE OFFICIAL RULEBOOK

*All rights reserved. This book may not be reproduced in whole or in part in any form or by any means, electronic 
or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by any information storage and retrieval system now known 

or hereafter invented, without written permission from 
Ultimate Franchise Fantasy Sports.


